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Dolls and robots are effective and beneficial non-pharmacological therapies applied in
different clinical settings. Doll therapy (DT), principally based on Bowlby’s attachment
theory, uses an empathy or lifelike baby doll to awaken caring behaviors in patients.
Robot therapies (RT) involve care robots that have a friendly attitude and appearance.
They evoke different verbal, motor and emotional reactions in patients. Both DT
and RT are person-centred therapies that provide patients with a realistic experience
with the aim of improving their wellbeing. These therapies can be used in people
suffering from different neurological, psychological and mental health disorders, such
as Alzheimer’s Disease, autism spectrum disorder, stress or depression. In this paper,
the characteristics of both therapies, their benefits and the possibilities for innovation
in the therapeutic field are presented.

1. Introduction
Non-pharmacological therapies involve the use of versatile and low-cost tools in the treatment of different
pathologies. They are referred to as non-drug administration, theoretically sustained, focal and replicable
therapies, that can be administered to both the patient and the caregiver (Carballo-García et al., 2013; Olazaran
et al., 2010). The use of different non-pharmacological therapies can lead to an improvement in cognitive
and behavioral states, encouraging patients to perform daily activities. These positive effects reduce the need
for restraint measures and improve quality of life of patients with dementia, which also contributes to the
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psychological wellbeing of their caregivers (Olazaran et al., 2010).
Sensory stimulation is one of the most applied non-pharmacological therapies. The term refers to a group of
techniques that stimulate the senses in order to increase alertness, reduce agitation, and enhance the patients’
quality of life (Strøm et al., 2016). Among them, doll and robot therapies offer beneficial and promising
results (Bemelmans et al., 2012; Mitchell et al., 2016).

2. Related Work

2.1 Doll therapy
Even though there are many successful, non-pharmacological therapies, doll therapy (DT) is outstandingly
effective. In this type of therapy, dolls are used in a careful and controlled way, to improve the wellbeing of
people with dementia (Verity, 2006). It’s a person-centered therapy that includes activities such as holding,
talking to, feeding, cuddling or dressing the doll (Mitchell, 2014).
DT is based on Bowlby’s attachment theory which states that human beings, since birth, need to develop a
relationship with at least one caregiver for correct social and emotional development (Bowlby, 1969). Even
through this theory only considers newborns, it’s been extended to adolescents and adults – seeking attachment
figures among their peers –, and to old people, who look for protection from their children (Bowlby, 2014;
Ceberio, 2013). Likewise, this therapy is based on the person-centred care (Kitwood, 1997) and on transitional
object theory (Winnicott, 1953), which argues that children cling to an object when separated from their
caregiver.
However, in the last years, only several scientific studies have been conducted to examine the benefits of
DT. In general, it has been proven that this therapy can reduce agitation and aggression, tendency to wander;
increase wellbeing; increase interaction with staff and family members, reducing the need for psychotropic drugs
(Mitchell, 2014). In the state of the art, there is a review of the literature on the therapeutic effects of DT in
dementia, (Mitchell et al., 2016)). The review demonstrated that DT can reduce episodes of distress, anxiety,
calling and wandering; encouraging the performance of daily activities, such as eating/drinking and sleeping.
DT also gives patients more opportunities to communicate with others; and to fulfil their attachment, comfort,
identity, inclusion and occupation needs (See Table 1).
Since DT became a therapeutic tool, different kinds of dolls have been used, nevertheless, two main types may be
distinguished (Mitchell and Templeton, 2014). Firstly, empathy dolls are rag dolls made of cloth, and secondly,
lifelike baby dolls which anatomically resemble human babies.
DT arose some ethical concerns, as the use of dolls could infantilise or demean elderly persons or persons
suffering from dementia. Nonetheless, DT fulfils the principles of beneficence, non- maleficence and the concepts
of respect for the autonomy and dignity of persons (Mitchell and Templeton, 2014; Ng et al., 2017).
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2.2 Robot therapy
Another successful non-pharmacological therapy is robot therapy (RT). Care robotics research and development
have emerged in the last few decades (Goeldner et al., 2015).
Social robots can usually be classified into two types. The first one, are service type robots whose main
functionality is to provide support in the performance of daily activities, mobility, household maintenance, and
safety. The second type are companion robots that are designed to enhance the patients’ health and psychological
wellbeing through companionship. However, many robots can share the features of both types of robots (Broekens
et al., 2009).
Many social robots are used in the therapy, such as PARO, NAO or AIBO. But robots used in therapy usually
have a friendly attitude and appearance, they are capable of demonstrating certain emotions and their main
objective is that children and adults imitate these reactions and respond to them appropriately.

Table 1: Main effects of doll and robot therapies in patients with dementia

Therapy Author Effect of the therapy

Doll therapy Mitchell (2014)

Reducted of BPSD: agitation, aggression,
tendency to wander
Increased of wellbeing
Improved of interaction between the patient, with
family members and staff
Reduction in the use of psychotropic drugs

Mitchell et al. (2016)

Reducted of BPSD: distress, anxiety, calling
and wandering.
Improvement in ADL: communicating, eating/
drinking, and sleeping.
Facilitating opportunities to communicate with others.
Fulfillment of attachment, comfort, identity, inclusion,
and occupation needs.

Robot therapy

Demange et al. (2018)
Increase of positive affectivity
Beneficial effect on psychological wellbeing

Moyle et al. (2013) Improvement in the quality of life and pleasure

Moyle et al. (2017) Reduced motor activity

Moyle et al. (2018) Increased engagement

Valentí Soler et al. (2015) Reducted of BPSD: apathy

Note. BPSD: Behavioral and psychological symptoms of dementia. ADL: Activities of daily living.
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Some of these robots have a built-in automatic and personalized learning system that helps them estimate the
patient’s commitment and interest during their interactions (Feil-Seifer and Mataric’, 2008). This arrangement is
essential to achieve an optimal result, as this technology will be able to respond correctly to the patient’s behavior,
who should feel comfortable and safe during the session (Tapus et al., 2009). This is a complicated task even for
therapists, who are unable to perfectly interpret the patient’s movements, gestures and words.
The main studies analyzing the therapeutic effect of RT are focused on people who suffer from dementia (See
Table 1). Interventions in which social robots are employed benefit positive affectivity and psychological
wellbeing (Demange et al., 2018); decrease in apathy (Valentí Soler et al., 2015); increase in engagement
(Moyle et al., 2017); motor activity reduced (Moyle et al., 2018); improving the quality of life and pleasure
(Moyle et al., 2013). Robot interventions have many potential benefits, especially in managing behavioral
symptoms and improving the quality of life of patients with dementia, however, additional research is required to
study further positive effects of RT is needed (Bemelmans et al., 2012).
The long-term goal is not to create robots to replace human therapists, but to provide human therapists with key
information that therapists could use to personalize the content of therapy and also to make interactions between
robots and patients more engaging and natural. The robot could be used as a diagnostic tool which collects
clinical data during therapy (Cabibihan et al., 2013; Can et al., 2016).

3. The application of Doll and Robot Therapies
Up until now, few scientific studies have analyzed the effectiveness of DT and RT in different populations.
However, existing studies demonstrate the positive effects of these therapies, especially in the reduction of the
behavioral and psychological symptoms of dementia (BPSD) (Cantarella et al., 2018; Mitchell and O’Donnell,
2013; Petersen et al., 2017).

3.1 Doll and Robot therapies in Alzheimer’s Disease and other dementias
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In the last few decades, the prevalence of chronic, cardiovascular and neurodegenerative diseases has increased
due to higher life expectancy (Ferri et al., 2005).
Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disease. In the last few years, there has been a considerable
increase in the number of people suffering from AD, which has led to many health, socio-economical, and
political concerns. According to the World Health Organization, there were 52 million AD patients globally in
2015, where, approximately, 10 million new cases are diagnosed every year. Thus, it is estimated that this figure
will reach 152 million in 2050 (OMS, 2019).
AD usually has an insidious beginning and causes progressive cognitive, functional and physical impairment
as the disease develops (Valls-Pedret et al., 2010). A symptom that causes high distress in both AD or other
dementia patients and the caregiver is BPSD. This symptom includes agitation, aberrant motor behavior, anxiety,
elation, irritability, depression, apathy, disinhibition, delusions, hallucinations, and sleep or appetite changes and
affects up to 90% of patients with dementia (Cerejeira et al., 2012).
Psychosocial interventions in patients with moderate and severe stages of AD or other dementia are used to
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reduce BPSD (Cantarella et al., 2018). From a practical perspective, DT is one of the most used therapies for
this purpose. It has been observed that DT causes a visible improvement in the BPSD of the patient by meeting
their attachment needs, their agitation, apathy and depressive mood is reduced (Balzotti et al., 2019).
Counteracting those symptoms also helps reduce the distress experienced by the caregiver (Cantarella et al.,
2018). DT is effective because it promotes the affective-relational dimension of attachment-caregiving in patients,
creating and encouraging the maintenance of a relationship of attachment that results in less severe BPSD
symptoms for at least two years (Pezzati et al., 2014) (See Table 2).
The beneficial effects of DT have also been reported by medical personnel (Braden and Gaspar, 2015) and
caregivers, who observed that using a doll led to positive changes in the wellbeing of patients, making them
feel calm, reduction in wandering, and improving intimate-care interactions (e.g. Bath) and improving speech
(Mackenzie et al., 2006).
Furthermore, as a result of technological progress, new devices and robots are being developed to care for people
who suffer from any physical and/or mental pathology and improve their quality of life (Goeldner et al., 2015).
Among patients with dementia, PARO c© (Intelligent System Co., Kyoto, Japan) is widely used

PARO is an autonomous baby seal robot that uses sensory stimulation based on animal therapy. It includes
five sensors that allow it to respond to the user and the environment (Moyle et al., 2017). Several studies
show that using PARO in people with dementia helps diminish BPSD as anxiety, stress (Petersen et al.,
2017)agitation, depression, among other symptoms, as well as improving their quality of life, social interaction
and attachment (Jøranson et al., 2015; Jøranson et al., 2016; Moyle et al., 2017), and night-time behavioral
disturbances (Valentí Soler et al., 2015). Another care robot is NAO, a white humanoid robot with sensors for
movement, touch, sonar, sound, and vision, it can talk and sing. It helps decrease apathy and stabilize general
cognitive performance in people with advanced dementia (Valentí Soler et al., 2015). It has also been observed
that using telepresence robots in people with dementia, such as Giraff, is associated with a more positive answer
and fosters social connection with relatives and caregivers (Moyle et al., 2019a) (See Table 2).
Using robots in therapies improves psychological well-being in patients with major neurodegenerative disorders,
promoting positive affectivity and reminiscence, and decreasing negative affectivity, especially in agitated
patients (Demange et al., 2018). Choosing the correct robot is key to the success of a therapy. Sometimes, using
robots can cause negative effects, such as an increase in irritability and the presence of hallucinations in people
with dementia (Valentí Soler et al., 2015). Likewise, the effectiveness of RT may be affected by certain weak
features of robots themselves or by the need of an occupational therapist assistance, as shown in a study that
compared therapies using AIBO, a metal dog shaped robot that answers to spoken demands, with a toy dog
intervention (Tamura et al., 2004).
Several studies that evaluate the effects of DT and RT in people with dementia show many positive effects.
However, more studies are needed to further explore the benefits of DT and RT, which would build greater trust
in using this therapy to treat patients (Moyle et al., 2019a; Moyle et al., 2019b).

3.2 Doll and robot therapies in Autism Spectrum Disorder
inAutism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is considered to be a neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by persistent
deficits in communication and social interaction across multiple contexts and the presence of restricted, repetitive
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Table 2: Beneficial effects of doll and robot therapies in patients with Alzheimer’s Disease

Therapy Author Type and effect of the therapy

Doll therapy

Balzotti et al. (2019) Reduction of BPSD: agitation, apathy and depressive mood

Cantarella et al. (2018)

Calming of BPSD
Relief for negative feelings
Meeting of attachment needs
Relief of caregiver’s distress

Pezzati et al., 2014
Promotion and remaining of the affective-relational dimension
of attachment-caregiving

Braden and Gaspar (2015) Beneficial effects perceived by nurse and medical personnel

Mackenzie et al. (2006)
Beneficial effect perceived by caregivers: positive effect on
wellbeing, reduction of BPSD and improvement in speech

Robot therapy

Demange et al. (2018)
Improvement of psychological wellbeing, positive affectivity
and reminiscence memories
Reduction of negative affectivity (specially in agitated patients)

Jøranson et al. (2015)
Jøranson et al. (2016)
Moyle et al. (2017)

PARO
Reduction of BPSD: agitation and depression
Improvement in quality of life, social interaction
and attachment

Moyle et al. (2019) Giraff
Increase of positive answer
Facilitation of social connection with relatives and
caregivers

Petersen et al. (2017) PARO Reduction of BPSD: anxiety and stress
Valentí Soler et al. (2015) PARO Reduction of night-time behavior disturbances

Valentí Soler et al. (2015) NAO
Reduction of apathy
Stabilization of cognitive performance in advanced
dementia

Note. BPSD: Behavioral and psychological symptoms of dementia
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patterns of behavior, interests, or activities (APA, 2014). It has been observed that children with ASDtend
toshow high levels of negative affect, ambivalence and difficulties in social interaction that can affect,
establish a secure attachment relationship with the parent (Martin et al., 2020).To the best of our knowledge,
very few studies have been carried out on the use of a doll as a therapeutic or interventional tool in the study
of levels of symbolic play (Marcu et al., 2009) or cradling bias (Pileggi et al., 2013; Pileggi et al., 2015). On
the contrary, the application of robot technology is being widely studied in ASD children due to its potential
capacity to create individualized, intensive, flexible and adaptative treatment approaches (Goodwin, 2008).
Despite variability in results (Zheng et al., 2020), social and humanoid robots, such as NAO, have had positive
outcomes in children with ASD (Robinson et al., 2019), because they facilitate engagement in joint attention,
socio-emotional understanding skills (Marino et al., 2019), motor skills (Geminiani et al., 2019), or narrative
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skills and gestural communication (So et al., 2019). In case of ASD adolescents, android robots can help acquire
job interview skills, leading to an increase in the recognition of other people’s perspective, gesture and motivation
(Kumazaki et al., 2019) (See Table 3).

Table 3: The positive effects of doll and robot therapies on children and adolescents with Austism Spectrum
Disorder

Therapy Author Type and effect of the therapy

Doll therapy Marcu et al. (2009) Study of symbolic play
Pileggi et al. (2013)
Pileggi et al. (2015) Study of cradling bias

Robot therapy

Chevalier et al. (2020) NAO Facilitation of engagement in joint attention
Geminiani et al. (2019) NAO Improvement in motor skills

Goodwin (2008)
Creation of individualized, intensive, flexible and adaptative
treatment approaches in ASD

Kumazaki et al. (2019)
Android
robots

Help adolescents acquire in job interview skills
with ASD: increase the ability to recognize others’,
perspective, motivation and gesture

Marino et al. (2019) NAO Improved socio-emotional understanding skills
Robinson et al. (2019) NAO Positive outcomes for children with ASD

So et al. (2019) NAO
Improved narrative skills and gestural
communication

Note. ASD: Autism Spectrum Disorder

Social and humanoid robots are well accepted by ASD children, as well as their parents and healthcare
professionals (Dawe et al., 2019), suggesting that human-like robots are preferred over mechanic and pet robots
(Kumazaki et al., 2017).

3.3 Doll and robot therapies in other pathologies
Doll therapy is widely used in dementia and ASD patients, as described previously. However, this therapy also
has been applied to other fields, such as mental health. If depression comes along with dementia, DT can also
help improve psychological wellbeing (McSweeney et al., 2012). In severe psychiatric adult patients, when
traditional pharmacological treatment is not effective, DT can lead to clinical improvements, such as a reduction
in verbal and physical aggression, screaming episodes and use of as-needed medication (Birnbaum et al., 2015).
MMoreover, in children who have suffered from traumatic injury or congenital limb loss, DT applied in a hospital
environment has many benefits since it helps reduce stress, understand the events, improve communication and it
provide support at the different stages of limb loss (Billig and Weaver, 1996) (See Table 4).
Furthermore, RT and social robots may also benefit mental health (Fiske et al., 2019), as can be seen in Table 4.
When applying RT in old people, it shows an impact in positive affectivity, increasing the level of happiness,
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quality of life, cognitive functioning; and decreases negative symptoms such as agitation, loneliness (Robinson
et al., 2019). It seems that the positive physiological effect of RT may also lead to a fall in pulse rate, doses of
pain medication and behavior medication (Petersen et al., 2017). Specifically, when using PARO in an elderly
health service facility, mood, depression, and communication are improved; stress level decrease; and even,
hormone levels improve. It has been demonstrated that the use of AIBO leads to a higher level of attachment
and decreases loneliness (Bemelmans et al., 2012). In pediatric patients, PARO helps them to decrease pain
and negative emotional anxiety. It can also be applied in joint patient-parent therapy, helping parents to reduce
empathetic pain and negative emotions, and increasing the positive ones (Okita, 2013).
More studies are needed to fully analyze the role played by DT and RT in other clinical settings, and to assess
their benefits. However, considering current studies they are highly promising tools and it is very possible that
they have many positive effects in many clinical fields.

Table 4: Beneficial effects of doll and robot therapies in different pathologies

Therapy Author Pathology Type and effect of the therapy

Doll
therapy

Billig and Weaver
(1996)

Limb loss

in children

Reduction of stress
Improvement of understanding of the events,
communications and helping in stages of limb loss

Birnbaum et al.
(2015)

Psychiatric disorder
in adults

Clinical improvements in reduction in verbal and
physical aggression, screaming episodes and use of
medication

McSweeney et al.
(2012)

Depression with
dementia Improvement of psychological wellbeing

Robot
therapy

Bemelmans et al.
(2012) Aging PARO

Improved mood and
communication
Decrease in depressive states
Improved of hormone levels

AIBO
Increased attachment
Decreased sense of loneliness

Okita (2013) Pediatric patients PARO

Decrease in pain and negative emotional
anxiety
Reducted of empathetic pain
Decrease in negative and increase in positive
emotions in parents

Petersen et al.
(2017) Aging

Positive physiological effect: fall in pulse rate and in
pain medication and behavior medication does

Robinson et al.
(2019) Aging

Improved in positive affectivity,
expressions of happiness, quality of life and cognitive
functioning
Decrease in negative symptoms, agitation and loneliness
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4. Conclusions
The benefits of using robots and dolls as non-pharmacological therapies are widely known, as they help reduce
BPSD symptoms in patients with dementia, improving their quality of life. As a result of their positive effects,
they also help reduce stress in caregivers. In children with ASD, this therapy fosters joint attention, socio-
emotional understanding skills, as well as motor and linguistic skills; benefiting good mental health at different
ages.
In a world where virtual interaction and robots made of cold materials are becoming increasingly popular,
it is important to consider the possibilities that using electronic dolls would offer in a clinical environment.
Robot dolls could help patients with AD, dementia, ASD, trauma, as well as other mental health disorders and
psychological problems, such as stress, anxiety and pain.
Considering the analysis carried out in this work, we intend to create an application where several elements can
be interconnected and whose main element is an electronic doll. Sensors and components will be integrated in
such a way that they will come unnoticed by users. In addition, the use of technologies for wearable sensorization,
mobile technology or electronic textiles, would bring great innovative value to the project.
The system integrated in the doll could cover a wide range of therapeutic roles. If the doll had an adaptable
system applied which, depending on, that would provide it with information on how to interact with the patient on
the basis of the real conditions and reactions of the user in the environment. It could also provide a great amount
of information and behavior patterns to the therapists, health professionals, caregivers or even the automatic
learning system.
Robotics invite us to overcome new challenges and find new solutions, such as an innovative electronic doll
model. Nevertheless, more studies are needed to prove their therapeutic and clinical benefits.
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